

**RIVER/HUMMER COMBINATION**

- You will start your day meeting at the Adrift Adventures office at 8:00 am. If you haven’t already, then we will need to collect payment and have everyone sign our Release/Participant Agreement. The hummer will go first and take you up onto the infamous Hell’s Revenge 4x4 trail. The portion of the tour takes around 2 hours. The hummer will then drop you back off at the Adrift office, around 10:30 am. You have a little time to change (if needed), use the restroom, etc. before we will load up on an Adrift vehicle and transport you to the Colorado River, where your river guide will be waiting. From out office we will transport you up Hwy 128 (Top 10 most scenic highways in America) to Rocky Rapid (about mile 17). This will take 30-45 minutes, depending on traffic and other circumstances. Once at Rocky Rapid, your guide will go over some river safety instructions, once everything has been covered you will board the raft. Unless you have requested a paddle boat, your guide will be doing all the rowing, so you get to sit back, relax, and enjoy the scenery. As you make your way down the river to Take-Out Beach, and your departure point for the Afternoon Half Day tour, your guide will provide you with archeology, geology, and river history. Your guide will also point out various land marks and answer any questions you may have on your journey. Once the raft reaches the take out point at Take-Out Beach, you will disembark from the raft. The guides will then need to load the boats and equipment back up on the trailer, then you will be able to load back up on our shuttle vehicle, and we will bring you back to our office in Moab, concluding your adventure. The drive back from Take-Out Beach could take 30 or more minutes.
- This is a calm water trip, with small rapids, class 1 & 2. Depending on water levels there is the chance for a class 3 rapid on this section. The rafts are set up where the guide will be doing all the rowing. Paddle boats (where everyone paddles) are an option upon request (24 hour advance notice required).

**Included:**
- Experienced, knowledgeable guides
- Ice water, lemonade (with lunch) & cups
- Lunch – buffet style make your own sandwiches – if you have any dietary restrictions we need to be aware of please let us know (24 hr. notice)
- Coast Guard approved Life Jackets
- Box (ammo can) to put items in you want to take with you (i.e. sunscreen & camera/phone) – box is not guaranteed to be waterproof
- Parking available at the Adrift Adventures office – place to hang your car keys inside so you don’t lose them on the river
- Pick-up from your motel or campground, if needed (24 hr. notice)
- Shuttle from & back to the Adrift Adventures office

**Not Included:**
- Guide Gratuities
- Trip Insurance

**What to bring:**
- Sunglasses, sunscreen, visor/hat – sun protection is very important!
- Clothing you don’t mind getting wet (i.e. shorts & a t-shirt, bathing suit, light-weight pants & long sleeved shirt for sun protection or cooler weather)
- Water bottle – for your convenience
- Footwear you don’t mind getting wet – we do have water shoes for sale at our office & a room full of old shoes you are welcome to borrow for free.
- Camcorders and cameras – bring at your own risk

To Be Aware Of:
- To make sure that these locations are still available for future generations to enjoy please follow the Adrift Adventures motto of “See it as it is…Leave it as it was.”
- Do not touch, climb on, remove, or disturb, in any way, any of the Indian ruins, pictographs, or petroglyphs that you may encounter on your adventures. Treat them just as you would treat an exhibit in a museum, because that is exactly what they are!
- “Pack it in, pack it out.” Be sure to pick up any trash that you may drop, we want to leave the area as pristine, if not more so, than the way we found it.
- Please keep in mind that all return times are approximate and may vary due to water levels, road conditions, and any other unforeseeable events.
- All trips meet and depart on Rocky Mountain Time – be sure that if you are traveling from out of state that you make sure you are on the correct time zone.

Cancellation Policy

Since you have reserved space for which we have a limited number of seats, our non-refundable policy applies in every instance. We highly recommend that you purchase Travel Insurance to protect your vacation investment.

The number of people that you book for is the number of people that you will be charged for, unless you call and change that number before the 48 hour cancellation period. *Groups please be extra aware of this and call our office a couple days before to reconfirm your numbers; as we will charge you for the number we have listed if you show up with less and we were not informed in advance.*

Adrift Adventures is not responsible for any cancellations or modifications of tours due to river levels, weather condition, road hazards, vehicle breakdowns, or other unforeseen conditions that may hinder the ability for the tour to take place as scheduled. We reserve the right to cancel or modify any trip due to circumstances beyond our control. In such cases, we cannot be responsible for paying any expenses you may have incurred other than to refund monies due to you for tour price. For these reasons we highly recommend you take out trip insurance.